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ABSTRACT

hardware resources. TVDs provide a framework that enforces the needed separation transparent to the instances
of different domains on this shared hardware. To support a
highly dynamic virtualized infrastructure, the TVD policy is
defined and managed in an abstract way centrally, whereas
each platform enforces the central policy locally.
Besides data centers, the TVD approach can be extended
to the desktop environment in an enterprise scenario. This
enables to control and restrict the information flow for enduser systems, e.g., to enforce complex enterprise rights management policies [11] or to simply separate data of different
workflows with varying security requirements. For example,
in a hospital one domain may be privacy-sensitive patient
records and another one for accounting and billing. In order to separate these different data domains, i.e., to avoid
unauthorized accesses from one to the other domain, each
individual logical task can be migrated into a single TVD
which enforces protection of the data, including encryption
of data stored externally or sent over the network.
While the incorporation of the TVD concept in data centers [3, 5] can be expected to be available in the near future, only few research prototypes address the realization
on desktop systems [7]. However, a practical and usable implementation of TVDs for end-users must focus on a secure
desktop environment and the end-user experience. Hence, in
this paper we aim to answer the question whether it is possible to transform an off-the-shelve (secure) operating system, where users may have already certain experience with,
into a TVD-enforcing platform that is usable for end-users.
For this purpose, we have chosen the OpenSolaris1 operating
system because it is freely available, it uses a desktop system
that is known from the popular Linux operating system, and
offers in addition advanced security features of a multi-level
security (MLS) system based on the Trusted Extensions [10],
derived from Trusted Solaris2 .

Trusted Virtual Domains (TVDs) are a security concept
to create separated domains over virtual and physical platforms. Since most existing TVD implementations focus on
servers and data centers, there are only few efforts on secure
desktop environments. To fill this gap, we present in this paper an implementation of TVDs based on the OpenSolaris
operating system. We leverage several of its existing features
(e.g., lightweight virtualization, security labels and a secure
graphical user interface) and extend OpenSolaris with components for automated management and policy enforcement
to create a usable desktop implementation of TVDs. This
includes the transparent encryption of external storage and
home directories of users, restriction of copy-and-paste according to the TVD policy, efficient deployment of images
for user environments, and a central management interface
for the administration. Our system enables organizations
to securely separate different work flows with sensitive data
from each other and from untrusted environments.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer-Communication Networks]: General—
Security and Protection; D.4.6 [Operating Systems]: Security and Protection

General Terms
Security
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of Trusted Virtual Domains (TVD) [12, 4,
5] allows the enforcement of a common security policy on
a coalition of machines that trust each other based on that
policy. This concept originates from the problem of separating security-sensitive workloads in data centers using shared

Contribution.
In particular we make the following contributions:
• We present a secure desktop environment for TVDs
based on OpenSolaris (Section 3). We show how to realize separation of data and applications for each TVD
based on the OpenSolaris zone mechanism, and how
to integrate transparent encryption of external storage devices according to a TVD policy.
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project OpenTC4 has experimented with Xen [1] and L4 [13].
They leverage Trusted Computing support based on the
TPM – in particular, to realize an authenticated boot process and to integrate attestation functionality of the TPM
to verify the client platform integrity, and for the protection
of cryptographic keys. Commercial products that support
TVDs are becoming available like, e.g., Turaya made by Sirrix security technologies5 .
The problem with existing TVD implementations is that
they are not directly suitable for a desktop environment,
e.g., they lack a TVD-specific user interface or they require
large virtual machine images to be downloaded. Moreover,
they are not easy to implement [7] and they are not widely
deployed or tested by a large user-base. Ideally, we want
to have an off-the-shelf operating system that can be easily
transformed to a TVD-enforcing platform. However, commonly used mainstream operating systems lack support for
essential security functionality, such as isolated execution
environments or secure user interface systems.

• We describe the details of our implementation (Section 4) and show how to map the non-hierarchical
TVD security model to the MLS system of OpenSolaris. Our implementation consists of a TVD layer that
is installed as an additional software package on top of
OpenSolaris, and it does not modify the OpenSolaris
kernel nor any of its core security features.
• In contrast to most existing TVD implementations,
our system has a more user-centric focus and offers
the following main advantages: (i) it provides a central management of zone images and TVD policies,
which can be easily maintained by an administrator
via a web-based graphical frontend; (ii) it has an automated mechanism for efficient deployment of zone images within TVDs; and (iii) it integrates a transparent
encryption of remote and external storage (including
USB memory sticks) and provides an automatic key
management and revocation functionality.
As our system is based on widely deployed and tested code
of OpenSolaris, our solution should be stable and efficient
enough to be accepted by end-users as well as security administrators. Our implementation is using standard OpenSolaris components and will be made available for download
as open source software3 .

2.
2.1

2.2

Zones. The lightweight virtualization technology integrated in OpenSolaris, called zones [14], provides the illusion of exclusive access to the shared resources of a physical
machine. Zones allow users to run different instances of
OpenSolaris sharing the same kernel. This approach lowers
the resource requirements and enables the execution of more
virtualized environments than with full virtualization solutions. As the virtualization is implemented on the operating
system level, only OpenSolaris can be used as host and guest
operating system (however, OpenSolaris also offers a Linux
API). The kernel ensures that from within a zone, it is not
possible to affect processes, filesystems, and users outside of
the zone and that there are no name and resource conflicts
with other zones.

BACKGROUND
Trusted Virtual Domains

Trusted Virtual Domains (TVDs) [12, 4, 5] have been
developed as a security framework for distributed multidomain environments leveraging virtualization and trusted
computing technologies.
In a virtualized environment, virtual machines (VMs) that
share the same physical infrastructure execute operating systems with different applications and services. Each virtual
machine runs in a logically isolated execution environment,
controlled by an underlying security kernel that acts as virtual machine monitor (VMM). A TVD is a coalition of virtual machines that trust each other, share a common security policy and enforce it independently of the particular
platform they are running on. In particular, the TVD infrastructure provides isolated computing environments, secure
communication and storage, explicit trust relationships, and
transparent policy enforcement within TVDs.
Typically, the central management component is the TVD
Master, which handles most of the configuration. Moreover, the TVD policies and related cryptographic keys are
distributed to the individual physical platforms. On these
platforms, a TVD Proxy is created for each TVD, which is
the local security service that is responsible for the correct
policy deployment and enforcement. For end-user desktop
systems, the protection of data on external storage devices is
particularly important. To ensure that data is kept securely
isolated within a TVD, all data leaving the TVD infrastructure has to be encrypted with keys that are controlled by
the TVD Master [8].
To implement a TVD, a secure hypervisor with some form
of trusted computing support is needed. TVDs have been
implemented as research prototypes based on different virtualization technologies [7, 5]. For instance, the research
3

Security Features of OpenSolaris

OpenSolaris is well-suited to realize TVDs because it provides sophisticated security mechanisms and operating system features. In this section, we briefly revisit the most
relevant security features of OpenSolaris.

Multi-Level Security. OpenSolaris supports mandatory access control (MAC) according to a multi-level security
(MLS) policy [2]. OpenSolaris uses labels [14] to associate
a protection level with data, files and users, and enforces
access decisions based on these labels. Labels consist of two
components: classifications (levels) and compartments (categories). Access control decisions are taken based on the
dominance order: Label L1 dominates label L2 if and only
if the classification of L1 is higher or equal to the classification of L2 , and the set of compartments of L1 contains all
compartments of L2 .
To enforce a MAC policy, the OpenSolaris kernel compares the security labels of resources with the label of subjects that request to access these resources. The MAC system heavily relies on zones to enforce separation and isolation of data. A global zone is used to manage the system’s
trusted computing base (TCB) which is a specially protected
environment equipped with more privileges and access rights
than other zones.
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Secure GUI and Trusted Extensions. OpenSolaris
features a multi-level secure GUI desktop which follows the
general principles of [9]. In contrast to other MLS systems,
the GUI is based on the OS-independent Gnome desktop environment, which is extended with several security-relevant
features. It allows running applications with different security levels in parallel and makes them easily identifiable by
displaying a colored stripe on top of each application window. This information is also displayed in the trusted path
located on the top of the screen, which is important because
users can now easily determine which level of trust a specific
application or part of the system has by moving the mouse
over a specific item. Moreover, it prohibits fake applications
that trick the user into entering sensitive data such as credentials into untrusted applications. The operating system
ensures that no application is able to overwrite the trusted
stripe to trick the user.
The MLS extension and the secure GUI for OpenSolaris
are provided by the (optional) Trusted Extensions package. This package is based on Trusted Solaris, a securityenhanced version of Solaris 8 with MLS support. The Trusted Extensions assign a specific label to each zone, which
permits to connect a labeled workspace to this particular
zone. Only one zone per label per host is allowed. The communication between different hosts with Trusted Extensions
installed can be secured and isolated by using Commercial
IP Security Option (CIPSO) [14] which labels IP packets.
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Figure 1: Architecture Overview
laris, we can use the security functionality of zones and the
existing MLS-aware desktop, as illustrated in Figure 2. The
image shows the trusted path and two applications running
in two TVDs on the same desktop. To enforce the separation of the TVDs, we configure the system to forbid copy &
paste data transfers between different TVDs and to notify
the user with a pop-up. In order to support a centrally controlled management of TVDs, we added a management layer
on each platform that dynamically configures the operating
system services as required by the TVD policy.

REALIZING TVDS ON OPENSOLARIS

Trusted
Path

In order to realize TVDs on OpenSolaris, the TVD security model has to be mapped onto the OpenSolaris MLS
system. Although Trusted Extensions provide network separation, process isolation, and a secure desktop, the TVD
concept demands more. The problem is to integrate various
TVD policies and a common management into the system to
allow features like transparent encryption of external storage. Moreover, as supposed to be used as a desktop system
for users, a fast deployment and configuration of working
environments is necessary.
The general idea of our architecture is to use the built-in
lightweight virtualization features of OpenSolaris, i.e., the
zones, to separate the different TVDs from each other. The
global zone executes the necessary management code, and
deploys and starts the virtualized environments (zones) representing a TVD. Our system relies on the OpenSolaris kernel which enforces and provides security features such as
mandatory and discretionary access control. For intra-TVD
communication, our TVD layer establishes logical links between the virtualized environments on different platforms
that belong to the same TVD. This logical network is completely isolated from any network traffic from outside that
TVD, thus establishing secure channels between the TVD
members. The transmission of policies and keys, as well as
management messages, is separated in another logical network which cannot be accessed by any TVD. This management network is also used for accessing the network storage
that is provided to every user as persistent storage mechanism. Our architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 2: The OpenSolaris Trusted Desktop
To separate the network traffic of different TVDs, we use
labeled IP (CIPSO). This implies that — in contrast to TVD
implementations that virtualize network traffic on ISO/OSI
layer 2 (c.f. [6]) — our TVD framework currently only supports IP-based network traffic. However, in particular for
desktop environments, support for IP-based network traffic should be sufficient for most application scenarios. The
necessary configuration of IP address ranges, as well as the
restriction of members of a TVD to the corresponding address range, is centrally managed by the TVD Master. To
enforce this network policy automatically, we implement a
security service in our TVD layer, which configures virtual
network connections and parameters dynamically whenever
a new TVD is added to the platform.

Separation of Data and Applications

3.2

One of the main aspects of TVDs is the separation of data
and program execution and therefore the isolation and mediation of access to shared resources. As we rely on OpenSo-

Transparent Storage Encryption

Our TVD layer also implements a security service that
transparently encrypts the data stored on external storage.
3

Moreover, to offer the user a management option for mobile
storage devices (MSD), we add GUI elements to the system.
As we can see in Figure 3, the user is able to label new USB
sticks, i.e. assign them to a TVD, and to remove the device
from the system again. For the users, those are the only
actions they are concerned with, as encryption and management of cryptographic keys are handled automatically and
transparently by the TVD layer.

Assign new USB
stick to TVD

the passwd and shadow files, which are maintained by the
master server, to the platform on each boot6 .
During the development of the management GUI, we focused on hiding the technical complexity. The administrator does not have to care about choosing the right label
when creating a TVD or remember to create a home directory on the storage server. All these steps are automatically
performed, which leaves less room for critical mistakes and
lets the administrator focus on the organizational aspects of
TVDs. For example, when administrators want to create a
new TVD, they have only to choose a name, description and
network segment associated with that TVD. When a user is
assigned to a TVD, the user will see the corresponding TVD
as an option to work in during the next login on a computer
that is a member of the TVD framework. The GUI offering
the choice can be seen in Figure 4.

Icon to release
USB stick

4.3

The behavior of our TVD framework (e.g. isolation properties) is defined in a security policy. When this policy
is applied, our components translate the abstract parts of
the policy into OpenSolaris commands and configurations,
which are enforced by the underlying security subsystems.
We divide the security policy into three parts for efficient distribution. The Global Policy defines in a client-ready format
the MLS labels we adopted to create the TVDs. Moreover,
it contains the information that allows users to log in on every machine that is part of the TVD framework. The Local
Policy is an XML file that is generated after a user has successfully logged in. It contains the TVDs available to this
user, the allowed computing environments, network configuration and detailed MLS label information. To establish
a secure channel for policy deployment and authentication,
each platform has a Platform Policy, which contains a symmetric key that is shared with the master.
As every policy is automatically generated by the master
there is no need for an administrator to edit XML configuration files. Manual work is only needed when a new physical
machine should be added to the TVD system. The administrator has to install the TVD layer software on the platform
and needs to securely transfer the platform policy, containing the key used to authenticate the platform, to that host.
Subsequently, all management tasks can be performed with
the web management system on the master. This also prevents the definition of invalid or conflicting policies by an
administrator, as the consistency of the policy is ensured by
the master.

Figure 3: Managing mobile storage devices

4.

IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we describe our implementation in detail,
and particularly how we handled the technical challenges
that arise when using a multi-level security operating system to realize TVDs by adding and modifying operating
system components. As our framework is a complex system we present only the most important key components
that were not straight forward to implement and provide an
important feature of our implementation.

4.1

Labeling

In our TVD implementation, strict isolation of data and
processes is the main goal. We therefore take advantage
of the flexibility of the MLS labeling system by creating a
labeling scheme that only uses and allows disjoint labels to
forbid the transfer and access to data across different zones.
This means that we use one common classification for all
TVDs, as the classifications are strictly ordered and no way
exists to circumvent the ordering.
The separation of TVDs is achieved by introducing a nonhierarchical relationship in the compartment component of
the labels. Technically, this is done by assigning only one
distinct compartment bit to every TVD which prevents any
ordering and dominance relationship. The limitation of this
approach is that only 240 disjoint compartments, and therefore 240 TVDs, can be created due to the internal, limited
set of compartment bits in OpenSolaris.

4.2

Policy Distribution and Enforcement

4.4

Protected Computing Environments

Users should be able to work with different software applications according to the needs of their TVDs. These
software configurations must then be executed in protected
computing environments. In our system, the protected environments are based on the concept of zones, and the corresponding software configurations are basically virtual OpenSolaris user-space images, which can be transferred over the
network. Therefore, these images contain all the software
available to a user inside of a TVD. It is even possible to
allow multiple images for a user which makes it possible to
adapt the images to the needs of the user. For example,

User and TVD Management

In contrast to previous TVD implementations, our management is user-centric and designed for deployment in centrally managed corporate environments on the desktop. User
management is therefore an integral part and we enable
TVD users to log in to any platform assigned to the TVD
infrastructure without prior registration on that platform.
After the login the TVD framework creates the defined software environment and allows to access the data permanently
stored by the user.
To achieve this behavior, our current prototype distributes
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when a TVD is used for development, the system can offer
an environment containing a compiler and Integrated Development Environment (IDE) while the same user has only
access to office and spreadsheet applications in another TVD
used for document management. This approach is also necessary as a zone could not be created on-the-fly as the native
OpenSolaris zone installation process is very slow.

4.4.1

that, e.g., contains fixes for a bug found in an application,
and by disallowing the old images. On reboot, the delta image is downloaded by the platform, and the new software can
start without a disruption or long period of waiting for the
user, and without the need for an administrator to get local
access to the platform. This realizes an efficient mechanism
for software management on TVD platforms.

Efficient Zone Image Deployment

4.5

To support a wide range of zone environments, we have
designed a system that is able to download zone images dynamically from a server, adding a lot of flexibility to that
approach. For performance reasons, the zone images are
cached on the local hard drive and only loaded when necessary. To prevent tampering of zones by an offline adversary
and during transmission, every zone has a unique cryptographically secure hash value associated with it, which ensures the integrity of a zone before every boot. The hash
values of the zones that are permitted to run in a TVD
are specified in the local policy. Due to the OpenSolaris
whole-root zone model, which provides the independent execution environments, the disk space needed for a zone is up
to 1.4 GB for a standard zone residing in a ZFS7 dataset
(and 350 MB as a compressed backup of the dataset). If
every deployed zone had this size, the zone deployment process would be too slow and the amount of data to store and
transmit too high to be usable in practice. However, it is
clear that almost every zone will need a base installation
(GUI extension, text editor, common libraries) plus some
smaller modification to adapt them to the TVD use case.
We achieved a considerable reduction of the disk space
occupied by our zone instances by using the ZFS snapshot
and clone functionality. In our implementation, every image
is a snapshot of a zone representing a software configuration
that is defined and authorized by the TVD policy. These
snapshots can have dependencies to allow delta image files
containing only the information that differs from the base
image. This leads to a tree-like organization, supporting
multiple base images which have leaves as well. These leaves
can be further configured into different dependable states.
This relationship is specified by the image ID which consists
of a number specifying the base, a character determining the
leaf that is derived from this specific base, and a number
specifying the snapshot in this leaf.
TVD Name
& Description

4.6

Available Working
Environemnts

Figure 4: New GUI for choosing TVD zones

Benefits of Protected Computing Environments

A benefit of this approach is that the administrator has
the ability to upgrade software by specifying a derived image
7

Mobile Storage Devices

We implement the transparent encryption of mobile storage devices (MSDs) in a similar way as the protected remote home directories. Again lofi loopback devices provide
the required encryption capabilities, but now the containers reside on a mobile device. Moreover, key retrieval is
more difficult in the mobile scenario as the system does not
know in advance which devices will be plugged into which
platform. Therefore, following the approach of [8], we have
implemented a key download mechanism, which requests the
device key from the master server when needed and transmits it to the platform. In our implementation, all necessary
information needed to retrieve the correct key is embedded
into the device’s XML identification record which is protected by a cryptographic signature created by the TVD
master. The TVD master also maintains the public and private key and handles the distribution of the identification
record onto the platforms. As a consequence, the record’s
signature of every MSD is validated before the key is requested from the master.

TVD
Color

4.4.2

Protected Remote Home Directories

Our TVD implementation provides automatically encrypted remote home directories. They are of special importance
as there is no possibility to store user data persistently in
our zones. This is due to the fact that we create fresh zones
on each reboot for the purpose of integrity measurement.
Therefore, we combine the Network File System (NFS), enabling us to access the home directories over the network,
with loopback devices mounted from a container file. This
mechanism is called lofi and has built-in encryption support
(AES-256), enabling us to store the containers with the user
data on the network and making them available as normal
filesystem to a user on every platform in the TVD system.
When a user logs in to a system, the user’s NFS share with
the encrypted containers is mounted transparently. However, the OpenSolaris Trusted Extensions only allow read or
write access on NFS servers with the same label as the zone
they are mounted into. As a result, our TVD framework creates and labels a special zone on each platform. This zone
hosts the user’s remote share container. Subsequently, lofi
is used to create the decrypted loopback devices, which are
mounted as home directories into the corresponding zones.
To separate the data associated to TVDs, every user has a
different container file for every TVD he or she is a member
of. From outside these containers look like a huge binary
file making it impossible to derive even meta-information or
filenames. Unfortunately, this also introduces the problem
of a fixed storage size, as the containers cannot grow dynamically in size. However, this could be resolved by an
automatic mechanism to transfer the data of a container file
into a bigger one when the storage space is not sufficient.

4.6.1

ZFS is a special filesystem of OpenSolaris.

Creation and Usage

When new storage devices are introduced into the TVD
5

system, the user is able to create, depending on the policy,
new encrypted devices. Therefore, the platform generates a
random device ID and requests a signed identification record
and an encryption key from the server. After erasing all
data on the device, a new lofi container is created and saved
together with the signed identification record. The only necessary interaction by the user is to choose the TVD to which
the MSD should be attached to. Subsequently, the device
can be used on all platforms that are connected to the same
master under the condition that a zone of the corresponding
TVD is running. No interaction with the user is needed:
When the user plugs in a device, it automatically appears
as an icon on the desktop and can be used instantly.

4.6.2

[3]

[4]

Revocation

[5]

An inherent issue with mobile storage devices is revocation, for instance, because they might get lost or the original
creator might have to leave the company. With normal USB
drives, the company has no chance to prevent the exposure
of private or sensitive data to unauthorized entities. To solve
this problem, our master web GUI includes a list of all mobile storage devices in the system. To support auditing of
the use of MSDs, the user who created the device and the
time he created it are stored on the master. This allows an
administrator to identify rogue devices and to revoke them
by deleting their records on the master. As a result, the
platforms can no longer request the decryption key and any
new access to the contents of the MSD becomes impossible.
All these management options are a great benefit since
no user or administrator has to handle keys manually when
working with the TVD framework. Creation of container
files, key management, and validation is automatically handled by the master.

5.

[6]

[7]

[8]

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have shown that it is possible to implement TVDs for end-user desktop systems based on OpenSolaris. Our TVD framework features integrated management
and transparent data encryption, an efficient deployment of
zone images, and puts a particular focus on the ease of administration. Our implementation adds a TVD layer to the
OpenSolaris system without any modification of the existing kernel or core security features. All features described
in this paper can be managed via a central administration
GUI which creates and maintains the TVD policy.
In the future, we plan to make our TVD framework interoperable with existing implementations for data centers,
as they complement each other and could cover many current enterprise scenarios. We also plan to integrate Trusted
Platform Module (TPM) support, which our prototype currently lacks, in order to measure and verify the integrity of
the whole platform from the startup of the kernel to the
deployment of zones. Furthermore, we will investigate the
realization of secure inter-domain information transfer.
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